Jean-Louis Deniot: Interiors
The first book on the work of a designer whose refined classical interiors are widely desired and emulated as the epitome of French style. Honored as one of the top designers by all the international design magazines and universally admired by design editors, Jean-Louis Deniot is in demand. His updated classical approach now graces interiors in Paris, the French countryside, Moscow, India, New York, Chicago, L.A., and beyond — and his legacy is already being compared to that of design greats such as Jacques Grange and Alberto Pinto. Deniot is an architect first, ensuring that the interior architecture of his rooms is harmonious before giving a neoclassical approach to the decor. He brings education, logic, and design history to his work, with one eye looking at the most refined style of French eighteenth century and one eye on the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. His mix is highly individual and includes contemporary art and custom-made furniture, yet his rooms always look comfortable and are never overly formal or trendy. This book demonstrates a new, sophisticated classical style that is changing the scene for international design and offering inspiration and ideas to decorators, homeowners, and antiques enthusiasts.
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**Customer Reviews**

There is a reason why Paris designers set the style for most of the world. Jean-Louis Deniot is one of them; if there can be a haute couture master of interiors he would be Balenciaga. I have followed his career ever since I saw his rooms for Artcurial. His masterful rooms for this exposition are like nothing I have ever seen. His mixing of architecture, textures, and style is truly amazing, he
can mix the old (antiques, vintage finds, mid-century masterpieces) with the new (cutting edge contemporary design, fabrics, art) and compose a comfortable, elegant room without being cold, pretentious, or stuffy. Each of the projects in this book is bespoke to the owner so none look like any of the others. The pictures and design are top quality and you won’t be disappointed.

I bought several interior design books at one go and this is by far my favourite. In addition to the lovely photos, the author, Diane Saeks, provides interesting references and styling sources that led to many more happy hours online to look them up. A wonderful book!

This book is a "must have" if you love interior design. The book is well written, and the descriptions of the pictured rooms are all on the same page, so you do not have to flip back and forth. The photos are clear and extremely well done. The designs are a fresh twist on elegant, European style, and if I could afford this designer, I'd hire him in a minute!! There is only one chapter I do not care for at all, and that is of the designer’s own Paris flat which is way too contemporary for my taste. Otherwise, a fantastic book with fresh, new interiors.

This is a really lovely book. I purchased this as a gift for a sibling (who is an interior designer). She is a fan of Jean-Louis Deniot and she loved it. It was a great addition to her collection. The content and photos are amazing. The designs in this book are displayed elegantly. It also looks great as coffee table decor.

Very sophisticated upscale design. Good reading for a serious design student.

Beautiful high quality book with stunning images. Arrived in perfect condition.

By far the best design book on the market!!! And I've seen them all. Highly recommend!

Flawless, stunning, impeccably chic. Loved loved . My favorite design book
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